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Abstract—This work introduces the local ranking model of
exhibits in semantic network in smart museum. In the museum
environment there is a need to find the most interesting exhibits
for the visitor. Semantic description about exhibits is represented
as a semantic network formed according to ontological model.
The ontological model was developed earlier and is provides
structural rules for creating the semantic network. Semantic
services are based on the selection of objects from the semantic
network. The problem of selection is reduced to ranking. Work
considers the problem of ranking the available objects by their
proximity in the user profile context. This work propose a
solution based on probabilistic approach to distance comparison
between subsets of Finite Set. Probabilistic approach was used
to distance comparison between the semantic description of an
museum exhibit and user profile. This approach allows to describe
the characteristics of the semantic network for performance
evaluation of local ranking.

I. RANKING FOR SEMANTIC SERVICES OF SMART

MUSEUM

The concept model of smart museum environment was
proposed in [1], [2]. The semantic layer is responsible to
construct over this semantic network the following advanced
services for smart museum: Visit service, Exhibition service,
and Enrichment service. A semantic network is created on top
of the available knowledge corpus of descriptions collected
from the above information sources. A semantic network is
a directed graph consisting of nodes (vertices) representing
domain objects and links (edges) representing semantic rela-
tions [1].

The ontological model is used for effective service con-
struction, in particular for smart museum services [3]. The
model describes shared information, including available de-
scriptions of museum exhibits and facts of everyday life
history [4]. The model provides structural rules for creating the
required semantic network in the RDF triplestore (maintained
by the SIB). Semantic services are based on the selection of
objects from the semantic network. The problem of selection
is reduced to ranking. The connection structure of the semantic
network is the base for the algorithms of exhibits and descrip-
tions ranking. Local ranking assumes that the matching of two
objects based on the semantic description of these objects,
that is, the matching of the properties values of the classes
instances. We consider the following types of local ranking [5].

1. The rank calculates for each exhibit based on the user
profile. The rank of the exhibit directly depends on the user
profile: the more the similarity of the semantic description of
an exhibit to the user profile, the higher an exhibit rank is.

Two semantic network objects participate in the ranking: the
user profile cu is defined by the class Profile, the exhibit m
is defined by the class ManMadeThing. The rank rcu,m is
the result of semantic matching between the set of property
values of the class Profile instance and of the set of property
values of the class ManMadeThing instance. As a result, for a
specific user forms a list of ranks of exhibits. Such ranging
is used from Visit service for construction of the personal
program. Visit service needs to find a small group of tightly
interrelated exhibits to form a given thematic exposition.
Exhibits in this thematic exposition are ranked according to the
user profile. Visit service provides the opportunity to present
personal program, associated information, where exhibits are
semantically matched with the user.

2. The rank calculates for each exhibit relatively to other
exhibits. This semantic ranking applied that reflects the se-
mantic connectivity of any museum artifact with each another.
The more coincidence of properties from the exhibits is, the
higher the rank between them. The rank rm1m2

is the result
of semantic matching between two the set of property values
of the class ManMadeThing instance. Such ranging is used
from Exhibition service when a visitor views the current
exhibits. Exhibition service can visualize descriptions of the
recommended exhibits on the surrounding screens or on the
personal mobile device when a visitor comes to the exhibit
and studies associated information.

That is, the more the rank r between two objects the
more similar they are. The proximity of two objects can also
be expressed by distance. In the next section, we consider a
probabilistic approach to determining the distance between two
objects.

II. PROBABILISTIC APPROACH TO DISTANCE

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SET OF PROPERTIES

Paper [6] consider the problem of ranking the available
objects by their proximity in the user profile context used
probabilistic approach to distance comparison between subsets
of Finite Set [7]. Let us consider this task for a case the smart
museum, where the semantic description of an museum exhibit
is as the available object.

The local ranking model can be represented as follows.
Parameter cu is the user profile, M is the set of museum
exhibits (m ∈ M ), T i

m is the set of properties of the class
ManMadeThing, T i

t is the set of properties of the class Profile.

Then the distance ρ(cu,m) between the user profile cu
and the museum exhibits m ∈ M is the minimal (or average)



distance between all of the sets of properties T i
t for the t ∈ cu

and of the set of properties T i
m:

ρi(cu,m) = min
t∈cu

ρ(T i
t , T

i
m). (1)

The distance ρ(cu,m) between the user context cu and
exhibit m ∈ M is the minimal (or average) distance within
the exhibit of all distances ρi(cu,m). In accordance with the
value ρ(cu,m) the objects m /∈ m0 ∪ cu can be ranked.

To implement this approach the distances ρi(cu, s) are
made comparable to each other. Formally, given U =
u1, u2, ..., un, let X and Y be two random subsets of U .

U = u1, u2, ..., un is the finite set of all properties in
ontology;

X , Y are two random subsets of U . For example, X is the
set of properties of Profile class instance and Y is the set of
properties of ManMadeThing class instance. Or X and Y are
set of properties of two random ManMadeThing class instance.

We represent the subsets X and Y as two binary vectors
x and y, which are constructed as follows: xi = 1 if only
ui ∈ X , otherwise xi = 0 (similarly for y and Y ).

We denote pi, i = 1, ..., n the probability of ui appearance
in the subset. Then we can carry out a random experiment,
which consists of n independent tests. Each test can have one
of the four possible outcomes Aαβi = xi = α, yi = β, where
α, β ∈ 0, 1, i is the number of a test. Let I(A) is an indicator
of a random event A; a, b, c, d are overall quantities of the
outcomes Ai

11, A
i
10, A

i
01, A

i
00 correspondingly. Note that a =

X ∪ Y , b = X \ Y , c = Y \X , d = U(X ∪ Y ), where |X|
is the quantity of elements in X . Then I(Ai

11) + I(Ai
10) +

I(Ai
01) + I(Ai

00) = 1, a+ b+ c+ d = n.

The set of random events can be introduced as follows:

B : {(A1
11, A

1
10, ..., A

n
00) :

n∑

i=1

I(Ai
11) = a,

n∑

i=1

I(Ai
10) = b,

n∑

i=1

I(Ai
01) = c,

n∑

i=1

I(Ai
00) = d} (2)

Usually different distances between the sets are described as
functions of a, b, c, d, i.e., ρ(X,Y ) = h(a, b, c, d).

The function of distribution of the random value ρ(X,Y )
is described as follows:

F (t) = P (ρ(X,Y ) < t) =
∑

(a,b,c,d)∈C

∑

(A1
11,...,A

n
00)

n∏

i=1

p
2I(Ai

11)
i × (1− pi)

2I(Ai
00)(pi(1− pi))

I(Ai
01)+I(Ai

10), (3)

where C = {(a, b, c, d) ∈ Z4 : a, b, c, d ≥ 0, a + b + c + d =
n, h(a, b, c, d) > t}.

At this point, the value F (ρ) can be taken as a new
(probabilistic) distance between the subsets X and Y , where ρ
is the previously determined value of distance between X and
Y . This probabilistic distance assumes values between 0 and
1. If the value of the probabilistic distance is close to 1, then
there are not many pairs of the sets X and Y having a distance

value between them that exceeds or is equal to ρ. Similarly, if
the value is close to 0, then the value less than ρ can seldom
be stated.

This approach seems to be effective, if in the semantic
description two exhibit two sets of properties are used instead
of subsets. Besides the possibility to compare the distances
between the sets of properties, the probabilistic distance pro-
vides one more advantage. Evaluation of distance is in terms
long/short before the whole set of the distances ρ has been
obtained. In the mobile environments, this opportunity is very
useful, since it reduces the amount of computation by means of
ranging object in accordance with the preferences and interests
of a user.

This approach can be useful for the following cases. 1. The
experimental use for simulation. Analyzing the performance
of the software solution can be performed on simulated data.
To bring the situation closer to the real one, the smart space
data is generated according to a known distribution function.
On such data, you can check the performance and other
characteristics of the services. 2. The analytic use to evaluate
specific information metrics. For a real data sample, you can
calculate the distribution function for a particular metric. The
metric is chosen according to the task being investigated for a
particular service. For example, in [6] the metric ”Category”
was chosen. The distribution function will have a form that
allows us to characterize the properties of information. 3. The
use for experimental detection of analytical properties. This
is possible to obtain the experimental distribution function
for real data. This show that the proposed type of ranking
corresponds to the theoretical one. Thus, the analytic properties
of the distribution function are confirmed experimentally.

III. CASE STUDY: LOCAL RANKING MODEL IN SMART

MUSEUM

In the local ranking model the distance is the reciprocal
of the rank rcum between the user profile cu and the exhibit
m ∈ M :

ρ(cu,m) = 1/rcum, (4)

The rank is the result of a semantic matching the set of
property values of the Profile class instance and of the set of
property values of the ManMadeThing class instance:

rcum =

J∑

j=1

f(kcuj , kmi
j ), (5)

where J - quantity of matching, kcuj - the value of j
property k in user profile cu, kcuj - the value of j property
k in semantic description of the exhibit m, f - the binary
function of semantic matching between two properties:

f(kcuj , kmi
j ) = 1, if kcuj = kmi

j , else 0.

Similarly (4), you can calculate the distance between two
exhibit m ∈ M : ρ(m1,m2) = 1/rm1m2

Let us consider an example of calculation of a semantic
distance between a museum visitor profile and the exhibit
descriptions. A user profile will be used from [5]. The user
profile includes the data about personal education. We calculate
the distance between the user profile and exhibits. The distance



Fig. 1. Distance between user profile and description of exhibit

between user profile and some relevant exhibits are shown
in Fig. 1. The more the similarity of exhibit information to
the user profile, the higher an exhibit rank is. Distance is the
opposite of rank. In fact, there are more than four relevant
exhibits, but for convenience, the Fig. 1 shows exhibits with
the shortest distance. The more the user profile and semantic
description of exhibit are matched, the shorter the distance
between them.

This experiment was conducted based on the semantic net-
work of the History museum of Petrozavodsk State University.
Semantic network correspond to physical and digital exhibits,
associated historical events, persons, and other objects. The
ontological model in [4] provides structural rules for creating
the required semantic network in the RDF triplestore. Table I
shows the basic metrics of the semantic network of the History
museum of Petrozavodsk State University.

IV. CONCLUSION

This work present the mathematical local ranking model of
exhibits in semantic network of smart museum. The semantic
network is creating according to structural rules of ontological

TABLE I. SEMANTIC NETWORK METRICS OF SMART MUSEUM

Metric Value
Objects of semantic network

Total Objects number 729

- exhibits number 297

- person number 60

Metrics of ontological model

Classes number 33

Property number 112

Metrics of RDF-triplestore

Triples number in triplestore 70226

model. Probabilistic approach was used to distance comparison
between the set of properties of ontological model classes.
This approach seems to be effective, if in the semantic de-
scription two exhibit two sets of properties are used instead of
subsets. This model is useful, since it reduces the amount of
computation by means of ranking object in accordance with
the preferences and interests of a user. Probabilistic approach
allows to describe the characteristics of the semantic network
for performance evaluation of local ranking.
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